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Join in the adventure and escape by coloring the lines of the world's most recognizable characters.

From Red Riding Hood to Cinderella, Little Mermaid to Robyn Hood, and OZ to Wonderland. Let

your brain focus on creating great pieces of artwork while relieving the stress of everyday life. Hone

your coloring skills by collaborating with some of the best artists in the comic book industry such as

Jamie Tyndall, J. Scott Campbell, Dawn McTigue, and many more. Grimm Fairy Tales' adult

coloring book provides hours of great art to be filled with your imagination!Relive your childhood

passion of coloring and fairy tales all in one unique book!"Price Includes VAT"
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I pre-ordered based off of the cover and this is my early review.The images are single images to a

page with a blank back.The paper is sturdy enough but if you use marker I'd probably pull the page.

The pages are not perforated and the images often go all the way to the edge of the paper at the

binding. This is going to frustrate anyone that wants to do a full page and they may have to break

the book down The cover is thick and glossy.A few of the images/poses are used more than once.

The cover image for instance is there as is. It is used later in the book with a different outfit and

instead of fantasy is more superhero/gun themed. And another time as a lumberjack theme.The

drawings are very super hero/sexy outfit. Not all, but a lot of them. There is a lot of cleavage to

shade in if that is your thing.There are also several pages that are just designs.The lines of the

individual drawings are done in sketched lines that should allow the incorporation of detail and



shading.All in all, I like the book. The way the images are on the pages will be a bit frustrating to

some. However, for 45 pages of images, I'll say that it has a lot of unique images to draw in many

different styles from sword/sorcery to steam punk and fairy tails and modern super heroes.

I love this coloring book because it's sexy, detailed, and pages are only printed on one side so using

marker doesn't ruin the next image. The level of detail makes it challenging but not overwhelming,

and there is a lot of variety because there are designs by at least a few different artists (I assume,

anyway, based on the different styles). If you're looking for a sexy yet challenging adult coloring

book that isn't overly graphic or simple, this is the one for you.

I've had this book for almost 2 months. I was a little intimidated at first with coloring people on such

a large scale but I'm totally loving this book now that I've done some. It's single side printed and the

paper is thick. I've used only colored pencils and blending with baby oil but I'm sure the paper could

handle markers if I had a large set.

Wow! Amazing artwork, definitely for 'adults'. Very little actual nudity, but a lot of provactive poses,

and/or scanty outfits.A nice break from prim and proper.Almost all the art is of women, there are

only one or two pieces abstract art.I'll include a few shots of examples.Can't wait to get started!

I pre-ordered this book, so glad I did. The art is amazing, single pages, use a couple sheets of blank

paper behind if you're going to use a marker to color. I've really enjoyed coloring the images in the

book so far. Highly recommend this book the anyone that likes detailed coloring. Keeping my eye for

anything new from this distributor.

It seems like a few different artists may have contributed to this coloring book but all the drawings

are really good. I colored one as a gift for a good friend, I used colored pencils and blended with

Gamsol and it turned out very nice and didn't ruin the page behind it (I did put a scrap paper in

between but it didn't seem to be necessary.) I did a few accents with gel pens. The paper is just fine

for most mediums, probably not heavy water colors but you can use water in moderation. I colored

one with alcohol markers and it took the medium really well with a few sheets underneath.The

coloring book was well worth the price. A few of the pages are fodder, they are just designs and not

lovely ladies. I am having a lot of fun with this book. I would buy others in this fairytale pinup style.



Just received mine. The pictures are excellent. Very well drawn and lots of detail to color in but none

of it looks too fine to do with colored pencils, gel pens or markers. Also plenty of pictures for the

price. My wife and I had fun going through them trying to figure out what fairy tail each was from,

and came to the conclusion that many of them are just "generic sexy fantasy character", though we

could definitely identify Cinderella, Snow White and Rose Red, Alice, Dorothy and Toto, Red

Ridding Hood and the Little Mermaid.The only complaint is the paper is a little thin. Nice enough

quality so colored pencils will work fine, but I'm betting most markers would soak through. The

pages are single sided, so you can either remove them from the book, or put another sheet or two

between them and not ruin the next page.I like that the characters are sexy, but the proportions

aren't impossibly over-blown. (OK, arms and legs might be a little long and thin, but they're not all

55HHH busts on 100 lb frames.) A LITTLE more body size variety might be nice (curves are sexy

too.)

Definitely was not what the description says. For one when you order it says about a 2 month wait

for delivery so be prepared, although I got it much sooner there is no set delivery date. Based on the

cover I Thought it would be more adult but from the description I thought it would be more than just

a bunch of mostly naked women. They really need to give a better description of this. I feel I wasted

my money, not what I expected at all. I have nothing against these kind of images it was just not

what I thought it was going to be. I thought it would have more characters in it with a twist to it. Just

make sure to check through pictures people posted before deciding if this is what you want.
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